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About This Content

From the creators of Fantasy Heroine Character pack comes another set of fantastic heroes.

Modern world and fantasy collide in Parallel Worlds character pack! This hefty set includes all the graphics you'll need to create
a full party of male heroes (or villains!) for your RPG Maker projects. From walking sprites to faces with emotions and portrait

busts, Parallel Worlds is your go-to hero set and a great addition to your growing library of RPG Maker MV resources.

Features:

8 unique characters, with a modern and fantasy outfit for a total of 16 characters.

Matching walking sprites, static front-view actor enemies and animated side-view actors.

Facesets and portrait busts with emotion expressions.

BONUS: Large full-body portraits of each character.
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very enjoyable puzzle game, with decent graphics + sound is atmospheric which adds to the game overall, however, jay is
a♥♥♥♥♥♥

pros:
- very enjoyable puzzles
- sounds decent-
- atmosphere is dark and cool
- almost 5 hours so far and im still stuck so good value (if you're thick like me)

cons:
- jays a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>- jays a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>- JAYS A♥♥♥♥♥♥!
. Played this game some. It was fun.. Is it just me, or does this game get incredibly boring after a very short time? I mean, ye, it's
good, but it does get very repetitive.. I really enjoy that aspect of focusing on the RPG aspect of the game with out really having
to focus on the RTS aspect to win your battles on the campaign game. As to focusing on both. It gets really crazy with how many
keys your are hitting and how many things you feel like you have to keep track of. So if you are simple minded I don't think this
game is for you. Then again there is a easy mode so maybe it can work for you.. It's a map about the size of an American
football pitch.

There is no textures no cover.

Enemies appear, they kill you only when close, they appear as linearly. You die.

That's the concept.

This shouldn't even be in Alpha, this is a disgrace.. Waste of time.... While I have been waiting anxiously for this game to come
out for years due to its unique storyline and well though out characters, I can't help but be really disappointed with Act I. The
bulk of the game is essentially the free demo and maybe 30 minutes play time after that with an extremely short scene (around 5
minutes at best for each) with your selected romantic interest at the end. While I was really upset with the shortness of Act I, I'm
still hopeful that Act II will have more CGs and actualy scenes.

This is not to say that the game is not good because it truly is. I just feel really upset with how little content this game has (even
if the price is low).
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Way to many bug, I cant even load the first script It glitches when i click next script or even when i click buy script... biggest
waste of money!!. Definitely a top tier Eroge.
- Great artwork
- Great voice acting
- Captivating story
- Smooth gameplay

Please support this dev/pub so they can bring more games with this quality.. AirBuccaneers is a great game, and has amazing
potential for full servers. I’d suggest picking this game up and getting together with a group of friends big enough to fill a server,
then use team tactics, and see which of the teams has better teamwork coordination.

Read my full official review here: http://nerdbacon.com/airbuccaneers-pc/. Fun little game that I happened to run across due to
the anime tag, the game is a good way to waste time. The characters all seem to have characteristics or little sayings that make
each hilarious and unique. Have to love how abused the MC is because he is a level one xD , even his daughter made fun of
him...... https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1756152183

\uc544 \u314b\u314b\u314b\u314b
\uacb0\uc81c\ud560\ubed4 \ud574\uc9dc\ub108 \u314b\u314b\u314b. I very much lked "Choice of Robots" and "Tin Star", but
did not find "Community College Hero: Trial by Fire" nearly as entertaining. Some of the characters are interesting (the most
intriguing aspect of the game is trying to find out each student's secret) and the game definitely has its moments, but writing is a
bit ham-handed and there were two major issues that greatly reduced the enjoyability for me:

- The plot is strictly rail-roaded. There are several occasions where you are offered various choices, only to see the game tell you
that what you chose was not possible after all and some of the choices you did not pick occurred instead. There are several odd
non-choices, where you are just asked to select an opinion that has no effect on anything. And the worst bit: none of the choices
you make actually affect the course of the main story;.basically your choices only affect which relationships and skills are
advanced, there are no multiple possible storylines. All these shortcomings are in direct contrast to what I'd expect from a
quality multiple-choice game.

- This does not feel llike a complete independent game. You start developing a character and following his\/her story, but in the
end everything is just left hanging in the air and you get an advertisement for the sequel \u2013 you are told merely the opening
chapters here. In my opinion this should definitely be marketed as part 1 of <n>, so that it would be clear that waiting and
further purchases are necessary to get the full story.. This is an abandoned early access, DO NOT BUY. Sigh . . . this was an
interesting concept, but unfortunately it's been abandoned. There's only ten, maybe twenty minutes of gameplay and it's doubtful
that we're ever going to get more than that. Unless you can get it on sale for like 99.5% off (and the game is only two dollars),
don't bother. Basically the Bad ending for when you take a gamble on Early Access.

Fwiw the writing is . . . okay, it's about as immature as it gets but some people like that sort of thing so whatever. Story could have
gone places, but eh, "game not being abandoned" is kind of a prerequisite for that.

Oh yeah, I'm not sure how many but some of the achievements are broken, too, so you don't even get that.

Oh well.. very boring. I found the world of ashes to be fasinating. Lots of rich character development and a fun time exploring is
all I need for a good time. From the games start iv been entertained and look forward to continuing the game.
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